
COMMITTEE TO PROMOTE SUPERIOR TOWNSHIP – “One Superior Place” 
Meeting November 29, 2017 

 
Remarks and Announcements – Brenda Baker and Carla Bisaro attended; regrets were 
received from Rose Lang and Nancy Caviston.  Brenda reported that she had submitted her 
yearly recap report to the Board of Trustees at their November 20 meeting, and that she had 
provided copies to persons interested in C2PST activities. 
 

Library Display/Bookmarks/Superior Places Binders – The library poster chosen for 
November was the description of Superior Township roundabouts.  Bookmarks and notebook 
binders continue in place and up-to-date.  A suitable poster will be selected for display in 
December.  Carla told of her intent to utilize a group of area photographs to construct a poster 
inviting a Town Tour.  
 

Internet/Website – We have no idea of the efficacy of the email posting on the Township 
website; nonetheless, we have determined that it would be counterproductive to attempt to 
compile a separate email list beyond our meeting notice distribution.  We will continue to 
monitor the Township’s website, particularly as it pertains to our interests.  We have found the 
C2PST meeting notice on the website, but no listing of agendas.  
 

Superior Places – The status of incomplete Superior Places remains static – the Superior Feed 
store description will be completed when the store opens; there has been no contact yet to the 
Huron Valley Nighthawks Motorcycle Club; the story of the origins of MacArthur Boulevard still 
lacks an author; and the history of the Ford Farm remains inactive.  We discussed the 
possibility of a place description for the Superior Dam and a feature about the origins of 1st 
Street.        
 

Events, Outreach and Community Pride – Our arrangements are in place for the C2PST 
contribution to the Township’s tree lighting event.  Carla has been in contact with the ice 
carver, Township resident Chris Troiano, and with Parks & Rec Administrator Juan Bradford.  
We have been requested to arrive at 5:30 p.m. on the evening of December 2 to assist wherever 
we’re needed.  Brenda spoke of her desire to address a letter to Township officials urging the 
use of “Superior Township” in the return address on Township mailings and official forms.  We 
agreed that we would seek to present our “Where Do You Live?” poster at the 2018 Dixboro 
Farmers’ Market.  A method to contact subdivision associations was discussed, as well as 
turning our efforts to updating the new resident welcome packets.   Perhaps we could find a 
way to contact local real estate agents to utilize our Superior Places listings as well as the new 
resident packets. 
 

Committee Business – It was noted that there would be no meeting in December; in January of 
2018 we will again return to our customary 3rd Wednesday meeting schedule. 
 
Schedule Next Meeting – The next meeting is scheduled for 7:00 p.m., Wednesday, January 17, 
2018, at Superior Township Hall. 
  

Meeting notes prepared by Carla Bisaro 


